The telochore: a telomeric differentiation of the chromosome axis.
We have analysed by means of silver staining the structure of the chromosome axis at the telomeres of meiotic chromosomes in three different grasshopper species. At metaphase I the chromatid axes run the length of the chromatids although they do not reach the chromosome ends. The axes of sister chromatids are associated and show a round differentiation at their distal ends that we have named the 'telochore'. Telochores never contact the chromosome ends: there is always some chromatin beyond them. In late metaphase I bivalents with a distal chiasma, anaphase I and metaphase II half-bivalents and anaphase II chromatids, the axes clearly possess one telochore in each chromosome end. These results seem to indicate that telochores are differentiations of the distal ends of chromatids. We discuss the possible structural significance of telochores according to the current scaffold/radial loop model of chromatin organization of eukaryotic metaphase chromosomes. Additionally, we suggest the possible functional role of the telochore as a nucleoprotein domain forming a protective cap for telomeric DNA.